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BEYOND THE GLASS EYE

The sliver moon dangles from my window sill
Desperately clinging to my present
Prolonging its inevitable descent
Towards the nothingness of memory

The sliver moon dangles from my window sill
Reanimating the ancient desire to glorify 
Mixing several lifetimes into one sensuous moment
To pause and contemplate its place in my world

The sliver moon dangles from my window sill
Masturbating reality ‘til its last drop
Tasting the souls of all spectators
To fill its lover’s perspective with deity

Having milked reality of all save individualism
It plummets to where only imagination may follow
And I allow it to fall and divulge
All it has learned into mine



The Abstract Thoughts of a Positive 
Insanity

the clouds came
and the world grew

suddenly quiet

absorbing the mystical abstractions 
of a world seen

through translucent lenses

naked trees with 
silent blackbirds

Contemplating…contemplating

waiting and wishing for the return
of the immaculate sol
and the predetermined

life burst
that is
spring



Light

This magical entity of infinite color
Ruling over us like a possessive lover
The sun shines so bright during its 

daily flight
Only to abandon us during the night

But man has found a way
To turn the night into day

We have become addicted to light’s 
touch

For this reason, we use it too much

For one day there will come an end 
to the source

Then what will rest on our heads, 
remorse?

But for now, there will be day
But sometimes I like to sit in the 

dark anyway



She Deserves Better

She’ll still be here
After I’m done
Depleted but ready
To accept someone else
Someone that allows growth
Someone that prevents pain
Symbiotic; nurturing her nature

But for now
I am the possessor
Denying her cries constantly
I burn all I can to get at her
Slash all to continue my conquest
For selfish progress
She’s still here

All for me defined 
As manifest destiny
I offer the opposite of reciprocation
As she serves up life itself
My daily bread

Perfect for me, yes
Everything I would hope for
She’s so patient with my abuse



Nary a day goes by
Without my rubbish filling her head

Her beauty is unparalleled
In all of the cosmos
But at this point
It must be my duty 
To treat her like shit

Yet she remains

Rarely does she lash out
But when she does
I better duck and hide

She’s taken so much from me
As I take all I can from her
If I cared It would be a shame

We’ve been together for a while
She loves me I think
She is slow to change
But something is different now
I can feel it…



PIGEONS IN MY SKYLINE

PRESTORM SPRING CLOUDS CLOUD MY VISION
OF THE INFINITE

DISTRACTING FROM THE BIG IDEA
THE PURE BURST OF GENIUS

THE CONCEPT OF BENDING REALITY

THE PALE BLUE AND SPECTRUM OF GREY TO WHITE
OF THE SLOW MOVING STORM

SERVE ONLY TO REFLECT THE LONELINESS OF FLIGHT
OF THE PIGEONS IN MY SKYLINE

ONLY THE INFREQUENT DISTANT SOUND
OF THE SAD TRUMPET OF THE TRAIN HORN

OR OF THE FAST TIRES ON PAVEMENT PIERCE
THE VOLUMINOUS VEIL OF MY IMAGINATION

YOU SEE… I TOO FLY ALONE
DISCARDED IN THE 

VIGORS OF THE URBAN CORE

BLUE OF SPIRIT
GREYED BY WISDOM
CLOSE TO WHITEOUT

LIKE TYPOS ON A CONTRACT
OR THE PIGEONS IN MY SKYLINE



the dragon soul on 
the green veil 
burst into infinity 
like a gentle flower
screaming sweet nothings 
throughout the heavens
groping for the mind’s ear

to listen and pay homage to its command
to ride along and begin anew our Understanding
to struggle with the wonders that lie before us

one must attack life with 
the warrior’s mentality 
of courage and endurance 
with a child’s innocence and curiosity
and with a mother’s love 
of all perceptions and conceptions 
to obtain ultimate enlightenment



the beautiful sunset
stirs my being to cease
the labors of my material self

and to contemplate
create and mystify
the Understanding

of my soul in this
space/time

to gaze into the face 
of the awe-full

To perceive the sentiment 
of its coming and its ending

that which encompasses
the dualism
we all share

but to realize 
the dualistic self
is to set the self 
outside of space/time
or inside
to gain awareness of spirit


